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As exchanges and cooperation between the two countries are taking place with 
growing intensity, comparative analysis on cognate words between Chinese and 
Sino-Korean has become the research focus in recent years. Comparison and analyses 
of senses of words from the perspective of linguistics have been covered lots of facets 
and levels，which lack establishing system of structure and semantic. Moreover, the 
past researches were simply rough descriptions of senses of words, which lacking 
comparative conclusions of essential characters. The researches from the perspective 
of culture are very few. As a result, this paper, based on the contrastive linguistics and 
cultural linguistics, aims at synonyms and homonyms in cognate words between 
Chinese and Sino-Korean, and chooses synonyms and homonyms in cognate words 
between Chinese and Sino-Korean in the Syllabus of Chinese Words as the range of 
study with methods of quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis. The paper tries to 
make a study on the differences of the system of structure and semantic on cognate 
words between Chinese and Sino-Korean, and the essential characters of comparison 
of senses of words, underlying reasons from the perspective of culture as well. 
This paper is divided into four parts. 
PartⅠ, this part mainly illustrates the objectives of study, the range of study, the 
significance of study, the theories and methods, the current research status and data 
source prepared for the study. 
PartⅡ, this part mainly discusses the Sino-Korean and the formation type system 
of the Sino-Korean. Firstly, the paper illustrates the source of the Sino-Korean, the 
concept of the Sino-Korean and the application and developing tendency of modern 
Sino-Korean. It emphasize the type system of the Sino-Korean, which is based on the 
type system of Chinese, and establishes Sino-Korean system of structure and semantic, 
and makes a Comparison and analysis on structure and semantic of cognate words 















PartⅢ, this part mainly analyzes semantic features of synonyms and homonyms 
in cognate words between Chinese and Sino-Korean. In addition, synonyms are 
divided into three categories: the semantic scope of Sino-Korean is wider than that of 
Chinese; the semantic scope of Chinese is wider than that of Sino-Korean; Chinese 
and Sino-Chinese have some common semantic parts. And the paper makes 
conclusions on the types of semantic features with typical examples. 
Part Ⅳ, this part mainly analyzes the underlying reasons of synonyms and 
homonyms in cognate words between Chinese and Sino-Korean from the perspective 
of culture. The paper respectively compares and analyzes Chinese and Sino-Korean 
from the perspective of thinking modes, view of Confucian etiquette, relation of 
Buddhism and the world and view of Taoist asceticism practice between Chinese and 
Korean. 
The study contributes to acquiring Chinese vocabulary for Korean, and 
promoting the study of the teaching methods in Chinese vocabulary and dealing with 
explanatory notes in textbooks. In addition, the study provides the explanatory 
foundations of linguistic forms for intercultural communication and the theoretical 
foundations in Chinese vocabulary teaching, which will promotes construction and 
development of the Chinese teaching to Korean. 
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汉语词               汉字词 
传染-病              전염-병(传染病) 
   非常-手段            비상-수단(非常手段) 









有学者①曾根据韩国林知龙在 1991 年选定的 1500 个基础词汇的前 500 个词
中，统计出汉字词 270 个，所占比例为 54%，其中双音节汉字词 202 个，在
汉字词中所占比例高达 74.82%。②双音节汉语词的数量在现代汉语词汇系统




2001 年 6 月版）甲、乙、丙、丁四个级别中的双音节词进行统计，甲级 543
个，乙级 1353 个，丙级 1633 个，丁级 2744 个，共有 6273 个双音节词，占
总数 8822 的 71.11%。可见，无论是汉字词还是汉语词，双音节词语的比重
                                                        
①
 林从纲，任晓丽.韩国语概论[M].北京：北京大学出版社，2005.第 188 页. 
②
 张研.韩国双音节汉字词与汉语双音节词的比较[J].解放军外国语学院学报，2001(6):54-57. 








































































1996）针对《汉语水平词汇等级大纲》中的 8822 个词考察后得出了 4446 个同形
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